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By Julie Garwood

Random House USA Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Shadow Music,
Julie Garwood, Throughout her acclaimed writing career, Julie Garwood has captivated readers
with characters who are compelling, daring, and bursting with life. Now one of the most popular
novelists of our time proudly returns to her beloved historical romance roots-in a thrilling tale of
love, murder, adventure, and mystery set against the haunting landscape of medieval Scotland. For
Princess Gabrielle of St. Biel, Scotland is a land of stunning vistas, wild chieftains, treacherous glens,
and steep shadows-skullduggery, betrayal, and now murder. Prized for her exquisite beauty, the
daughter of one of England's most influential barons, Gabrielle is also a perfect bargaining chip for
a king who needs peace in the Highlands: King John has arranged Gabrielle's marriage to a good
and gentle laird. But this marriage will never take place. For Gabrielle, everything changes in one
last burst of freedom-when she and her guards come upon a scene of unimaginable cruelty. With
one shot from her bow and arrow, Gabrielle takes a life, saves a life, and begins a war. Within days,
the Highlands are aflame with passions as a battle royal flares between enemies old...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. I am very easily can get a
pleasure of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Antone Rog a hn Sr .-- Mr . Antone Rog a hn Sr .

Absolutely essential read publication. It is amongst the most incredible book i have study. Your lifestyle period will be convert when you full reading this
ebook.
-- Dr . Mea g ha n Str eich V-- Dr . Mea g ha n Str eich V
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